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1

PURPOSE

1.1

Introduction

1.1.1

Parsons Brinckerhoff Ltd (PB) has been appointed by Northamptonshire County
Council (NCC) to prepare an outline Construction Environmental Management
Plan (CEMP) for the proposed A43 Moulton Bypass development.

1.1.2

The environmental management of the works shall be delivered through the
development of the CEMP. It describes how construction activities shall be
undertaken and managed in accordance with commitments and requirements
identified within the Environmental Statement (ES) and mitigation strategy, as
well as the contractual and legislative requirements, and construction industry best
practice.

1.1.3

The contractor shall be responsible for safeguarding the environment and for
mitigating the effects of the construction works by implementing the general
environmental requirements of the CEMP.

1.2

Project Location and Description

1.2.1

The proposal is to construct a new dual carriageway, 2.5km in length, to modifying the
A43 existing alignment and bypass the village of Moulton. This development is
located north east of Northampton, east of Moulton village and north of Southfields
and Round Spinney. The new road forms part of the wider A43 Kettering to
Northampton congestion improvement scheme.

1.2.2

This proposed Moulton Bypass highway improvement is also closely linked to the
proposed Overstone Leys Development, for which a separate planning application
has been prepared. The majority of the proposed Overstone Leys development will be
located to the east of the new alignment with a small amount located on the west side
of the A43.

1.2.3

This CEMP is in regards to Phase 1b. It is planned to split Phase 1B works into five
stages, show below:
Stage 1

1.2.4

Includes all the works that do not impact on the operation of the existing highways, so
as to minimise the impact on the travelling public. Operations will start with stripping
and stockpiling topsoil, before proceeding to earthworks to create the formation of the
road construction and drainage ponds. The road will then be constructed along with
drainage pipes. Traffic signals, sign and street lighting will then be installed but not yet
be operational.
Stage 2

1.2.5

As above, all works that can be completed offline from the existing highway will be
undertaken first to minimise durations of road and lane closures. To construct the
changes to Overstone Road, Park View and the existing A43 a series of sequenced
diversions and alternative routes will be employed to maintain access throughout the
works. Road closures are only expected to be necessary for the final surfacing
operations, which would be undertaken at night.
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Stage 3
1.2.6

Once the Moulton roundabout works are completed The Avenue will be stopped up to
through traffic and the dual carriageway section between Round Spinney and the
Moulton Roundabout completed.
Stage 4

1.2.7

Southbound traffic will be diverted on to the new bypass, which will provide space on
the existing A43 to permit works to proceed whilst maintaining a northbound
carriageway. A temporary northbound bus stop will be retained, whilst the southbound
bus stop will be relocated outside of the works area. The existing footpath between
the A43 and will closed, with a diversion in place during this stage of works.
Stage 5

1.2.8

Consists of minor works to complete turning areas on The Avenue and Overstone
Lane, grass seeding, planting and commissioning traffic signals and street lighting for
operation.
Construction Compounds

1.2.9

The main construction compound will be located between the existing Overstone
Lane and The Avenue. This will allow access to the compound along Overstone Lane.

1.2.10

There will be two areas utilised for material storage during the construction period.
One will be located approximately halfway along The Avenue on the south side. The
other will be located east of the existing A43 north east of the Overstone Roundabout.

1.2.11

A typical cross section of the Bypass will consist of:







2m footway;
1m verge;
Two 7.3m of dual carriageway;
2m median;
3m verge; and
3m shared footway cycleway.

1.2.12

Noise barriers consisting of an earth bund with acoustic fencing, specifically designed
to suit their location, will be included in the Bypass design to mitigate increased noise
levels.

1.2.13

The planning application is made for 25.5ha of land, comprising of arable farmland
(18.36ha), existing highway with associated estate (6.8ha), and a small area of
2
residential and commercial land (3122m ).

1.2.14

The two sections of existing A43 carriageway will be widened and improved. Safety
barriers will be introduced to the central reserves.

1.2.15

To improve safety and accommodate the revised route, the scheme proposes
alterations to two existing minor rural roads and the provision of three new junctions
to access the Overstone Leys development. These minor roads are the Avenue and
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Overstone Road, which will no longer connect to the proposed Bypass. Sywell Road
will be altered to include a junction with the proposed Overstone Link Road.
1.2.16

The proposal seeks to introduce a Sustainable Drainage System (SuDS) which will
cater for the increased hard surface being introduced, manage rainwater runoff and
provide opportunities for improving water quality and biodiversity.

1.3

CEMP Content

1.3.1

This outline CEMP sets out how environmental protection will be managed during
construction only. This includes ecological mitigation embedded in the design that will
be constructed during that period. The construction period will start in late 2015 for
approximately 22 months.

1.3.2

The Environmental Aspects and Impacts Register („the Register‟) contained in
Appendix 1 of this document is a record of all sensitive environmental features that
have the potential to be affected by the construction of the project. The Register also
includes information on how these features will be affected and the control measures
required to mitigate any potential impacts.

1.3.3

The Contractor shall be responsible for safeguarding the environment and for
mitigating the effects of the project and its construction throughout the works in line
with the Contract‟s requirements.

1.3.4

This CEMP will be a live working document, subject to constant updating and must be
incorporated into the Contractor‟s Quality Management System (QMS) and/or
Environmental Management System (EMS).

1.3.5

During the works, the CEMP must be updated by the Contractor. Each section is
reviewed and updated as necessary and an electronic version of the updated CEMP
circulated to the Project Manager. A CEMP Review Table, including review dates for
use for the works is located in Appendix 2 of this document.

1.3.6

This Outline CEMP has been prepared with reference to the ES and an industry
standard Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) which the Contractor must adhere to.
Described in this Outline CEMP are the methods and controls proposed to be
employed to satisfy the general requirement to safeguard the environment and
mitigate any adverse effects of the works.

1.3.7

The Outline CEMP includes requirements for monitoring and reporting procedures
and method statements for the works. It is supported by a number of Annexes, which
are separate environmental documentation comprising management plans, method
statements and supporting environmental information.

1.3.8

All documentation in relation to the environmental management of the works shall be
maintained by the Contractor and made available to the Project Manager.

1.3.9

The performance of the Contractor‟s CEMP in meeting environmental objectives and
targets, and in achieving effective environmental management shall be subject to
ongoing review by the Project Manager.

1.3.10

The Contractor shall also be required to:


Register the Site under the Considerate Constructors‟ Scheme; and
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Comply with the Considerate Constructor Scheme‟s Code of Considerate
Practice in providing the Works.

2

PROJECT TEAM RESPONSIBILITIES

2.1

On Site Structure and Responsibility

2.1.1

The roles and responsibilities of the various professionals involved in the
implementation process of the CEMP are outlined in this section.

2.1.2

The Employer‟s Environmental Manager will be involved in the management of design
and construction phases of the project. They will ensure the work takes place within
the parameters as set out in the CEMP. Environmental support will also be provided
by the design team to ensure commitments made during the design and application
processes are carried through to construction.

2.1.3

The Contractor‟s Environmental Team specifications shall be in accordance with the
following requirements.

2.1.4

The Contractor‟s Environmental Co-ordinator shall have experience in the
environmental aspects of construction. They shall be responsible for:


developing the CEMP, on-going reviewing of the CEMP and relevant
procedures;



ensuring that all environmental standards and commitments are adhered to;



carrying out environmental induction and training;



monitoring compliance of construction activities with the CEMP;



conducting inspections and reporting non-compliances to the Project
Manager;



liaising with the Contractor‟s management and operatives on all matters of
environment;



issuing a monthly report of the on-going environmental activities until
completion;



working with the Employer‟s Environmental Manager to ensure commitments
made during the design phase are carried through to construction;



working with the Contractor‟s Ecologist
Management Plan within the CEMP;



working with the NCC Archaeologist to implement the Written Scheme of
Investigation (WSI);



working with the Employer‟s Landscape Architect, landscaping contractor and
the Employer‟s Arboriculturalist to undertake the landscaping specifications,
Tree protection Plan and measures within the CEMP;



ensuring that all necessary works included within the CEMP are suitably
catered for in the construction programme;



undertaking environmental audits throughout the works;



liaising with adjacent landowners
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2.1.5

2.1.6



attending formal contract progress meetings and third party interest groups as
required; and



reporting to the Contractor‟s Project Manager.

The Contractor‟s Ecologist shall have a minimum of five years‟ experience in
ecological assessment for highway projects, with recent experience on UK
construction projects in environmentally sensitive areas. The Ecologist shall be a
Member of the Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management, or other
appropriate professional institute, with at least two years‟ experience since becoming
a member. They shall be responsible for:


Working with the Contractor‟s Environmental Co-ordinator to review, update
and maintain the Ecological Management Plan throughout the works;



A watching brief on site as set out in the Ecological Management Plan; and



Reporting to the Contractor‟s Environmental Co-ordinator.

The Contractor‟s Archaeologist shall have a minimum of five years‟ experience in
assessment and design of archaeology and cultural heritage for highway projects,
with recent experience on UK construction projects in archaeologically sensitive
areas. The Archaeologist shall be a Member of the Institute of Field Archaeologists or
other appropriate professional institute with at least two years‟ experience since
becoming a member. They shall be responsible for:


Working with the Contractor‟s Environmental Co-ordinator to undertake works
as set out in the WSI and in the CEMP;



A watching brief on site including recording and the preservation of unidentified
features through a WSI agreed with the Contractor‟s Environmental Coordinator.

2.1.7

The Contractor‟s environmental team site attendance frequencies shall be organised
to meet the Contractor‟s planned activities encompassing the requirements and
criteria of the Outline CEMP. All required activities in the CEMP shall be clearly
shown within the Contractor‟s proposed programme of works.

2.1.8

The emergency contact details for the works shall be clearly displayed at the site
where the public can see them. An example of a template for providing emergency
contact details is provided in Appendix 3 of this document.

2.2

Environmental Instruction, Awareness Information and Training

2.2.1

All the staff in the Contractor‟s environmental team shall be suitably trained for their
roles, regarding competency requirements, environmental awareness and
maintenance of training records, in order to meet the environmental commitments set
out in the CEMP. A record of training shall be required to be maintained by the
Contractor, with all site personnel undergoing a pre-start induction training course and
aspect-specific tool box talks on the environmental issues related to the works and
the CEMP.
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3

PLANNING OF WORK

3.1.1

Specific proposals for the operation, phasing, timing and sequencing of the works
shall be developed by the Contractor, working closely with the Project Manager.
These proposals will need to remain flexible and be adapted throughout the works as
necessary to accommodate changing needs and circumstances.

3.2

Emergencies

3.2.1

In the event of an accidental release of hazardous materials, information regarding
those materials, spill containment materials and spill response equipment shall be
clearly stated on site and submitted to the Project Manager before the start of the
works. A procedure for a general response shall be included in the Contractor‟s
Health and Safety Plan, stating the chain of command and standby operatives, and
clearly advised to all staff.

3.2.2

A list of all nearby residential properties, downstream abstractors and other sensitive
receptors that could be affected by an environmental incident shall be compiled and
maintained by the Contractor. This shall be submitted to the Project Manager before
the start of the works.

3.2.3

The site community must be informed about the environmental incident at the time if
felt necessary by the Contractor.

3.2.4

If a serious incident occurs the media and local community shall be issued with a fact
sheet about the environmental incident, and the action taken by the Contractor to
remedy the situation. This will be undertaken in accordance with the accepted
project‟s Communication Plan.

3.2.5

Environmental incidents shall be recorded by the Contractor including:


Nature of spill/leak/incident;



Time/date;



Exact location;



Type of material released;



Approximate volume released;



Actions taken to prevent contamination;



Individuals reported to; and



Lessons learnt.

3.2.6

Lessons learnt shall be fed back to site staff through safety and environment briefings
and used by the Contractor‟s Environmental Co-ordinator to amend procedures and
update the CEMP accordingly.

3.2.7

Emergency procedures shall be tested monthly by the Environmental Co-ordinator
and results reported to the Project Manager. Examples of procedures should include:


The names and 24-hour contact details of all emergency response personnel
and emergency services;



The procedures for reporting and documenting an emergency incident;
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Personnel responsibilities during an emergency incident; and



The location of on-site information on hazardous materials and spill
containment materials.

3.3

Site Inspections

3.3.1

Regular inspections of the site shall occur to ensure compliance with the CEMP and
to minimise the risk of damage to the environment. All environmental incidents shall
be reported to the Environmental Co-ordinator.

3.3.2

The Environmental Co-ordinator shall carry out weekly inspections and complete an
assessment of the works‟ environmental performance measured against
environmental standards, relevant legislation and the CEMP objectives. The
Environmental Co-ordinator shall produce a monthly report detailing environmental
performance and non-compliances, and shall inform the Project Manager of all
findings.

3.3.3

Document control shall be in accordance with the QMS and copies of all
environmental audit reports, consents and licences shall be maintained by the
Contractor‟s Environmental Co-ordinator. They will be held on site for review at any
time.

3.3.4

The Contractor shall be responsible for assigning responsibility, investigating and
addressing any non-conformances raised by the inspection within an agreed time
frame and ensuring that corrective and preventative actions have been fully closed
out.

3.3.5

The Contractor shall be responsible for updating and reviewing the CEMP on a
regular basis. This must be recorded in the CEMP review table in Appendix 2.

3.4

Communication

3.4.1

The Contractor shall be required to manage the environmental impacts of all suppliers
that provide services in relation to the works.

3.4.2

The environmental stewardship of suppliers working with/for the Contractor shall be
managed, monitored and reported through the application of method statements.

3.4.3

The Contractor shall co-operate fully with arrangements for auditing suppliers‟ safety
and environmental procedures.

3.4.4

The Contractor‟s Environmental Co-ordinator shall advise the Contractor‟s Project
Manager on external communication with regulatory bodies, the public, and any other
external stakeholders on environmental matters.

3.5

Risk Assessments

3.5.1

All activities undertaken on site shall be subject to a risk assessment. Risk
assessments will be undertaken by trained staff following an approved procedure
which will:


Identify the significant environmental and Health & Safety impacts that can be
anticipated;
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Assess the risks from these impacts;



Identify the control measures to be taken and re-calculate the risk;



Report where an inappropriate level of residual risk is identified so that action
can be taken through design changes, re-scheduling of work or alternative
methods of working in order to reduce the risk to an acceptable level;



The results of risk assessments, and their residual risks are only considered
acceptable if; the severity of outcome is reduced to the lowest practical level;
the number of risk exposures are minimised; all reasonably practical mitigating
measures have been taken and the residual risk rating is reduced to a
minimum; and



The findings of the risk assessment and in particular the necessary controls will
be explained to all operatives before the commencement of the relevant tasks
using an instruction format agreed with the Environmental Co-ordinator.

3.6

Method Statements

3.6.1

Implementation method statements shall be completed by the Contractor and/or
subcontractor by trained staff or other appropriate experienced personnel, in
consultation with specialists. Their production shall include a review of the
environmental / Health & Safety risks and commitments, so that appropriate control
measures are developed and included within the construction process.

3.6.2

Method statements will be reviewed by the Contractors & Project Manager and,
where necessary, by an appropriate environmental specialist. Where appropriate,
method statements will be submitted to the regulatory authorities (Environment
Agency, Natural England, NCCs Environmental Health Officer (EHO) etc.) as
required.

3.6.3

Method statements must contain as a minimum:







Location of the activity and access/egress arrangements;
Work to be undertaken and methods of construction;
Plant and materials to be used;
Labour and supervision requirements;
Health, safety and environmental considerations; and
Permit or consent requirements.

3.7

Training, Awareness and Competence

3.7.1

The raising of environmental awareness is viewed as a crucial element in the
appreciation and implementation of the CEMP. All Contractors‟ site staff must
undergo environmental awareness training, initially by way of the pre-start induction
process. This would identify the key environmental sensitivities and mitigation,
including individual responsibilities for checking and reporting (e.g. signs of pollution,
protected species, suspected archaeology etc). A project specific training plan that
identifies the competency requirements for all personnel allocated with environmental
responsibilities must be produced and must be contained within the CEMP.

3.7.2

Training for all personnel identified in the training plan will be completed before
commencement of the associated construction activities. The Contractor shall ensure
that all personnel engaged in activities that may have an impact on the environment
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are competent to carry out their duties or, where necessary, arrange for suitable
training to be undertaken.
3.8

Community Consultation

3.8.1

The Contractor‟s Environmental Co-ordinator shall be responsible for on-going
community consultation during the construction period. Several tasks have already
been identified which shall need actioning:


Establish a framework for managing communications with local residents;



Letter drops to inform local residence of particular construction activities;



Review all traffic routes to ensure they are kept clean and clear;



Record any complaints in the site monitoring sheets and how these were dealt
with; and



Give a minimum six weeks advance notice of work on site and proposed
access arrangements.
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4

AIR QUALITY AND DUST MANAGEMENT

4.1

Basic Requirements

4.1.1

The Contractor shall incorporate the air quality and dust management set out below
into the works. A specific site Construction Dust Management Plan (CDMP) must be
developed and submitted to the Local Planning Authority, for acceptance, three
weeks before the access date. The CDMP must include stakeholder engagement, to
communicate with local residents who may be affected by dust before and during
construction (may refer to wider Stakeholder Engagement Plan).

4.1.2

The Contractor shall refer to the relevant requirements of the mitigation strategy when
developing the Air Quality Management Plan.

4.1.3

The works have the potential to affect air quality as a result of:


Dust from construction activities; and



Exhaust emissions from plant, and on and off site construction vehicle
movements;

4.2

Mitigation

4.2.1

A number of standard dust mitigation measures should be implemented to ensure that
good construction practices are followed, particularly given the location of the local
ecological sites. Suggested mitigation measures for during construction highlighted
below.

4.2.2

Generic best practice is detailed in the following section.
Site Management


Records of dust and air quality complaints shall be kept, including likely causes
and mitigation measures to reduce impacts if appropriate;



Daily on-site and off-site visual inspections shall be undertaken and recorded;



Consideration must be given to monitoring of dust soiling at nearby residential
properties, at locations agreed with the local authority;



Inspections must be increased in frequency during periods of high activity or
prolonged dry, windy weather;



Keep site perimeter, fences etc clean;



Stabilisation of topsoil material bunds; and



Dusty materials should be removed from site as soon as possible.

Site Planning


Consideration of weather conditions, dust generating potential of material to be
excavated prior to commencement of works;



Plan site layout to maximise distance from plant/stockpiles etc to sensitive
receptors;



If work within 20m of residential properties cannot be avoided, erect solid screens
at least as high as stockpiles; and
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Dusty materials must be removed from site as soon as possible.

Construction Traffic


Loads entering and leaving the site with dust generating potential must be
covered and wheel washing facilities made available;



No idling of vehicles;



Vehicles to comply with site speed limits (15mph on hard surfaces, 10mph on
unconsolidated surfaces);



Water assisted sweeping of local roads to be undertaken if material tracked out of
site;



Install hard surfacing as soon as practicable on site and ensure that they are
maintained in good condition; and

Site Activities

4.2.3



Exposed soils must be re-vegetated as soon as practicable. Near residential
properties (<50m), use hessian/mulches etc where not possible to re-vegetate or
cover with topsoil;



Minimise dust generating activities, particularly near residential receptors during
prolonged dry, dusty weather unless damping / other suppressants are used;



Ensure an adequate water supply to site and use water as dust suppressant
where applicable;



Ensure any site machinery is well maintained and in full working order;



Ensure equipment suitable for cleaning spills etc available at all times; and



Sand and aggregates must be stored and processed away from sensitive
receptors and screened/shielded. Similarly concrete batching must take place
away from receptors.

In regards to construction traffic impacts, it is anticipated that with good construction
practices and a construction traffic plan any potential impacts can be mitigated. Daily
visual inspections of dust emissions shall be made by the Contractor. A daily
inspection log must be used, and where there is visible deposition at one of the set
inspection locations this should be noted and its extent recorded. The visual
inspections must be sufficient for monitoring impacts on ecological receptors.
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5

ARCHAROLOGY AND CULTURAL HERITAGE

5.1

Basic Requirements

5.1.1

The Contractor shall incorporate the Archaeology and Cultural Heritage Management
Plan requirements set out below into the works. They will update and submit the
Archaeology and Cultural Heritage Management Plan as part of the developed CEMP
to the Local Planning Authority, for acceptance, three weeks before the first access
date.

5.1.2

The Contractor shall refer to the relevant requirements of the mitigation strategy when
developing the Archaeology and Cultural Heritage Management Plan.

5.1.3

A watching brief shall be required to be in place during construction, to mitigate the
discovery of any previously unidentified features.

5.1.4

The archaeological programme would be undertaken in accordance with a Written
Scheme of Investigation (WSI).

5.2

Mitigation

5.2.1

Monitoring must be undertaken in any areas where the ground level is to be reduced
or excavated, either for the development itself or for any associated service trenches.
As the technique of piling is not conducive to the recovery of archaeological material,
any such operations need not be observed.

5.2.2

Works compounds or heavy vehicle working areas and routes associated with the
construction phase of the Project will avoid sites and surface features which may be
particularly vulnerable to inadvertent damage where feasible. Any significant adverse
impact here would be mitigated through inclusion in the proposed controlled soil strip
or watching brief in consultation with the Archaeologist.

5.2.3

Archaeological excavation may be appropriate for features found during controlled
soil strip, or watching brief, as determined by the Employer‟s Archaeologist.

5.3

Specific Mitigation

5.3.1

Previous archaeological field investigations have been undertaken within the inner
study area in the form of evaluation trenching. However, it is considered that there is
still high potential for buried archaeological remains to be present along the proposed
route of the Bypass. It has been agreed with NCC Planning Archaeologist that an
archaeological field investigation is undertaken in the form of evaluation trenching.
Full details regarding the evaluation are outlined in the Written Scheme of
Investigation (WSI) and presented within the ES. Where previous and pending
archaeological investigation have identified significant archaeological remains, it is
likely that an open area archaeological excavation prior to construction of the Bypass
will be required. This mitigation will be devised in consultation with the NCC Planning
Archaeologist.
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6

ECOLOGICAL MITIGATION

6.1

Basic Requirements

6.1.1

Ecological mitigation comprises both general measures which will reduce impacts
arising from disturbance or pollution, and site specific ecological measures. The
Contractor shall incorporate the requirements set out below into the works.

6.2

Mitigation
Generic Mitigation

6.2.1

Implementation of the mitigation measures described below shall be required for
Valued Ecological Receptors (VERs) and also the non-VERs where these species
receive legislative protection.

6.2.2

If the proposed mitigation is successfully implemented, no significant residual effects
are envisaged on VERs from the proposed project. If these species have moved onto
the site in the interim period after the initial survey, then respective species‟ licences
may be required for any works undertaken in the vicinity of these species. An
experienced Ecologist shall be appointed by the Contractor to oversee the
implementation of any mitigation measures.

6.2.3

For generic mitigation, the following hierarchy of measures must be followed:

6.2.4



Avoidance/prevention: measures taken to avoid or prevent adverse effects, for
example, layout or timing of site works;



Reduction/mitigation: measures taken to reduce adverse effects, for example,
retaining walls or pollution interceptors; and



Compensation/offsetting: measures taken to offset significant residual adverse
effects, i.e. those which cannot be entirely avoided or mitigated to the point that
they become insignificant; for example, habitat creation or enhancement.

In accordance with the hierarchy of mitigation proposed above, the Contractor will
implement the following measures, shown in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: General Mitigation Measures for Ecology and Nature Conservation

Ecology Issue /
Category

Control Measures

General site
management

 Good construction site management must be implemented to avoid/minimise
generation of excessive litter, dust, noise and vibration.
 Measures must be implemented to avoid / minimise potential for fuel and
chemical spills. Spill kits must be provided in the event of spillage and
response procedures put in place.
 There shall be no storage of potentially contaminating materials in areas of
hydrological and ecological sensitivity.
 A Pollution Incident Response Plan to ensure that impacts from any potential
accidental spills can be reduced to a minimum.
 Briefings and instructions must be given by the Contractor to its site staff and
subcontractors regarding the biodiversity issues associated with the site.
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Ecology Issue /
Category

Control Measures

Work Compounds

 Work compounds and access tracks, etc. must not be located in, or adjacent
to, areas that maintain habitat value. The location of the work compounds
and the routes of any access tracks required shall be agreed (in advance)
with Cormac‟s Environmental Manager.
 Establish site fencing by erecting to prevent access to areas outside working
areas, particularly in areas adjacent to features of interest/value.
 Site fencing must be used to prevent access to areas outside working areas,
particularly in areas adjacent to features of ecological value.

Materials Storage

 Procedures must be implemented to address site safety issues, including
storage of materials and any materials.

Watercourses

 Pollution Prevention Guidelines (PPG) provided by the Environment Agency
(including but not limited to PPG1, PPG2, PPG3, PPG5 and PPG6) must be
followed to prevent pollution of watercourses by silt or chemicals.

Biodiversity

 Implementation of the Ecological mitigation and the CEMP by the Contractor.
 Briefings and instruction must be given to the Contractor‟s staff and its
subcontractors regarding the biodiversity issues associated with the site.

Best Practice /
Site Management
Procedures

 Workforce must be restricted to working areas through the erection of
fencing, to prevent additional damage;
 Cover trenches over night to prevent wildlife (for example, badgers) from
falling in, and becoming trapped resulting in injury or death;
 Best practice methods must be followed throughout; and
 Protocols and contingency plans must be established to deal with incidents
should they arise.

Landscaping
Lighting

 To be undertaken according to landscaping specifications (see Section 8 of
the CEMP).
 No artificial lighting will be placed within new planting areas that have the
potential to be used by wildlife (including bats for foraging and commuting).
Lighting should be installed such that illumination is minimised and tailored
to functionality and focussed where needed. This will result in minimal
incidental illumination into the surroundings.

6.3

Specific Mitigation

6.3.1

The following specific mitigation measures have been incorporated into the
construction phase of the development in order to minimise the identified impacts
upon ecological assets.

6.3.2

Measures should be implemented to avoid/minimise potential for fuel and chemical
spills and spill kits will be ready to hand in the unlikely event of a fluid spill. There will
be no storage of potentially contaminating materials in areas of ecological /
hydrological sensitivity. A Pollution Incident Response Plan is included as part of the
outline CEMP to ensure that impacts from any potential accidental spills can be
reduced to a minimum.

6.3.3

In addition, the following measures are incorporated into the CEMP:
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6.3.4

Badgers





6.3.5

Work compounds and access tracks etc will not be located in, or adjacent to,
areas that maintain habitat value;
Site fencing will be used to prevent access to areas outside working areas,
particularly in areas adjacent to features of ecological value;
Procedures will be implemented to address site safety issues, including storage
of potentially dangerous materials;
Briefings and instruction would be given to contractors regarding the biodiversity
issues associated with the site;
Dust control measures will be put in place to ensure that the amount of dust
created during the construction phase is minimised;
Areas with potential to be used by hibernating reptiles, common amphibian and
small mammal species will be cleared outside of the hibernation season. Areas
in which active reptiles, amphibians, and mammals may be present will be
cleared under the supervision of an Ecological Clerk of Works using a two stage
cut or hand dismantling or refugia where appropriate; and
Pollution prevention guidelines provided by the Environment Agency (including
but not limited to PPG01, PPG02, PPG03, PPG05 and PPG06) would be
followed to prevent pollution of water courses by silt or chemicals.

Measures will be included in the CEMP to prevent injury to badgers. These will
include the covering of all excavations overnight or the inclusion of an angled
access / egress point within the edge of the excavation. The access point will
o
have a batter no steeper than 45 to prevent any badgers which fall into the
excavation becoming trapped.
Traffic within the working area will be limited to a maximum speed of 10 mph.
Closure of any badger setts (under licence) within 30 m of the scheme footprint and
working area. Sett closure will take place between July and November, prior to the onset
of works.

A replacement badger sett will be constructed.

Bats










Night working will be avoided where practicable – particularly in the key areas
around The Ave and Overstone Lane.
Light spill onto habitats adjacent to the working area will be avoided with the use
of cowls, baffles and screens.
Night working will be avoided where practicable – particularly in the key areas
around The Ave and Overstone Lane.
Standard noise reduction techniques will be used during construction to minimise
noise pollution during the construction phase.
Although it is likely that the trees and buildings within the scheme footprint will
remain in the same condition prior to the commencement of construction, it is
possible that new potential roost features will be created or existing potential
roost features improved. If this occurs it is plausible that a new bat roost could
become established within the scheme footprint.
A repeat inspection of the trees and buildings will be undertaken within eight
weeks of the commencement of clearance works or the end of November if
works are scheduled to commence between December and March inclusive.
The landscape strategy will include the installation of linear habitat and orchard
planting.
Where the lanes will be blocked, additional planting will be used to increase the
height at which bats will cross the scheme.
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6.3.6

Breeding Birds


Creation of breeding bird habitat through the installation of 30 bird boxes on trees and the
planting of new and gapping up of existing hedgerows.

Implementation of a PMoW which would include:



6.3.7

The removal of vegetation outside the breeding bird season; or
A check of vegetation prior to clearance by a suitably qualified ecologist with any
nests present retained with a suitable buffer until the young have fledged.

Other habitat creation


The Creation of 3.03 Ha of semi-improved grassland along road verges will be
undertaken.



While not directly mitigating the loss of the semi-improved grassland, the creation
of 2.04 Ha of marshy grassland will increase the diversity of grassland habitat
within the local area and provide a net increase in the area of grassland habitat
of nature conservation value.



Planting of 512 m of species rich hedgerow with trees, 3.06 Ha of linear
broadleaved woodland planting, 0.36 Ha of linear dense scrub and tree planting
and 0.08 Ha of amenity tree and shrub planting will be undertaken. The amenity
tree and shrub planting is unlikely to provide any intrinsic nature conservation
value but will provide a corridor for movement for a range of native species.



An area of 0.44 Ha of orchard planting will be created in the north-western corner
of the proposed scheme as shown on Figure 9.6.
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7

GEOLOGY AND SOILS

7.1

Basic Requirements

7.1.1

The Contractor shall incorporate the geology and soils requirements set out below
into the works.

7.2

Mitigation

7.2.1

All soils shall be removed from land that is excavated or traversed by heavy goods
vehicles, plant or machinery; or where roads, buildings, plant yards or stores are to be
constructed on it, and all such soil must be stored on the site for use in the restoration
of the site.

7.2.2

Receptors at risk from potential land contamination have been assessed by
consideration of the following:


Surrounding land uses;



Proposed end-use, based on the nature of the works;



Type of construction operations that would be necessary;



Nearby nature conservation receptors; and



Geology, hydrogeology and hydrology of the site and study area, and details of
site history.

7.2.3

The works have the potential to affect geology and soils as a result of relocation of
soil materials, which may degrade soil quality, or introduce pollutant pathways.

7.2.4

Potential impacts on geology and soils to consider include:


the potential for accelerating the natural rate of collapse of geological strata;



the exposure of new geological strata;



altering the hydrogeology of an area; or



impacts on features which are, themselves, of particular scientific interest.

Hazardous Materials & Waste
7.2.5

This procedure sets out how hazardous materials shall be managed during
transportation, storage and use. Hazardous materials will be present and in use on
the site, e.g. fuel for pumps and generators, hydraulic fluid within machinery, oils,
lubricants or other chemicals.

7.2.6

The Contractor must adhere to the following documents:


Protection of Workers and the General Public during the Development of
Contaminated Land, HSE, 1991. This document establishes the key principles
to take into account when designing and implementing work on contaminated
sites, in order to ensure the proper protection of the health and safety of
employees and others who may be affected by such work; and



A Guide to Safe Working on Contaminated Sites, R132, CIRIA, 1996. This
document is similar to the HSE document, and also includes checklists to help
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in the preparation of health and safety risk assessments, the development of
safe working practises, etc.
7.2.7

All oil, fuel or other chemicals stored on the site and potential contaminants (excluding
asbestos and lead) are controlled in accordance with the COSHH Regulations 2002
and the Control of Pollution (Oil Storage) Regulations 2001.

7.2.8

Summary of general requirements include:


Health and Safety plans for the works shall include details of the specified
contaminant exceedances reported in the intrusive investigation, and the risk
mitigation measures required:



The Contractor shall refer to this guidance for contaminant exposure given by
HSE (1991) when undertaking their employees‟ risk assessment:



Should potentially significant risks be identified, it is likely that source removal
would be necessary. Risks to construction workers/maintenance workers from
these materials can be mitigated by the correct implementation of Health &
Safety measures, such as suitable working methods and the correct use of
personal protective equipment:



Suitable precautionary measures shall be implemented for construction
workers entering confined spaces/excavations during construction:



During the construction phase, it is likely that waste arisings would result from
the works. In the unlikely event of potentially contaminated material being
encountered on-site, their handling, storage and removal shall be subject to
current waste management legislation and guidance shall be implemented by
the Contractor to this effect:



Appropriate disposal or reuse/recycling of excavation materials, including the
need for pre-treatment, has been considered as part of the detailed design.
Such material may need to be processed to comply with the requirements for
imported fill. Reuse criteria shall require to be agreed with the Project
Manager:



Relevant measures shall be adopted for any below ground structures and
services constructed in the ground. It is recommended that the results be
submitted to the utility suppliers to determine suitable materials for services to
be placed in the ground: and



Appropriate mitigation measures shall be adopted in windows of soft
landscaping (e.g. using a capping layer of clean, suitable soil from an approved
source).

Invasive species
7.2.9

Japanese knotweed has been identified on the development site. This species is
listed on Schedule 9 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), making
it an offence to grow or cause these species to spread in the wild. Therefore, if these
are identified at the site, suitable mitigation to adhere to these requirements should be
undertaken during construction.
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8

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL MITIGATION

8.1

Basic Requirements

8.1.1

The Contractor shall incorporate the requirements set out in this Outline CEMP into
the works.

8.1.2

Construction activities associated with the greatest potential for landscape and visual
impacts include:


Site clearance, removal of vegetation and topsoil stripping from the Project Site
which may lead to temporary minor changes in topography and reduction of
screening;



Earthworks to construct platforms and excavate foundations which may also
lead to temporary changes in topography;



Movement of construction-related traffic including delivery and removal of
materials to and from site, off-site road traffic including workers travelling to and
from site;



General construction activities including the movement of large scale
construction equipment, i.e. tower cranes, smaller cranes, batching plants
drilling rigs; site compounds and temporary buildings required for construction
and parking on site materials stockpiles; presence of temporary hoardings and
protective fencing; temporary hoardings and protective fencing; and signage;



Construction site lighting, in particular during the winter months which adds
light to a darker rural landscape; and,



Construction of the buildings within the Generating Equipment Site.



Removal of currently present development site infrastructure.

8.2

Mitigation

8.2.1

The following general mitigation measures will be implemented during the
construction phase in order to specifically limit impacts on landscape and visual
amenity of the surrounding area:


Where practical, soil storage bunds would be sited to screen and / or provide a
physical buffer between the construction works and more sensitive receptors.
These soil bunds should be grass seeded;



Temporary protection of any boundary vegetation to be retained;



The siting and layout of construction areas would be laid out to reduce adverse
landscape and visual impacts from temporary structures, construction activities
and lighting;



Site lighting would be operated in accordance with the Lighting Strategy for
temporary lighting during the construction phase;



Use of construction lighting outside normal working hours would be kept to the
minimum necessary for workforce and public safety and for security. Directional
luminaires would be used to limit unwanted light spill;



Site access routes would be in agreement with the local planning authority;



Stripping and storage of existing soils for re use; and
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Low pressure tyred earth moving machines to reduce compaction in areas to
be reinstated and planted.



All temporary structures and stockpiles would be removed promptly when no
longer required followed by reinstatement of temporary construction areas; and

8.2.2

All planting areas would receive a minimum depth of 30cm topsoil which would be
increased where resources are available up to a maximum depth of 45cm. In the
limited locations where feathered and standard size trees are to be used, they will be
planted in topsoil pits 60cm x 60cm x 45cm deep. Grass/wildflower areas would be
topsoiled to a depth of 15cm.

8.2.3

All land that is required temporarily during the construction phase would be reinstated
primarily for agricultural use or landscape mitigation. Landscape earthworks
necessary to reinstate agricultural land or prepare landscape mitigation areas would
follow the general principles set out below:


All soil handling works would be undertaken in accordance with the
Construction Code Of Practice for the Sustainable Use of Soils on Construction
Sites, DEFRA (March 2011) and the Good Practice Guide for Handling Soils,
MAFF (2000);



During site preparation topsoil and subsoil would be separately stripped and
stored for re-use within areas to be reinstated for agriculture;



Subsoil and topsoil would be replaced to at least the original depths using
suitable machinery to minimise damage to the soil structure;



Deep compaction would be relieved to the full depth of the restored profile by
using heavy duty subsoiling equipment; and



All restored land would be monitored and managed in accordance with a five
year aftercare plan to ensure all defects are remedied and the land is gradually
brought back to its former productivity.
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9

NOISE AND VIBRATION

9.1

Basic Requirements

9.1.1

Noise and vibration from construction works would also have the potential to impact
upon local residents. The Contractor shall incorporate the requirements set out below
into the works which sets out best practice and standards to mitigate noise and
vibration. The Contractor shall also be required to produce method statements to
show how noise will be controlled and mitigated.

9.2

Mitigation

9.2.1

In order to keep noise impacts from the construction phase to a minimum, the
following mitigation measures must be adopted during construction:
General Noise Management Requirements

9.2.2

Noise limits and other specified parameters shall be agreed prior to the construction
works by the NCC‟s Environmental Health Officer (EHO). These limits shall be
complied with in relation to the method of working, type of plant to be used and noise
mitigation measures for each separate work site.

9.2.3

The Contractor shall prepare Noise method statements to adhere to best practice and
mitigation measures on site that would adhere to the codes of practice for
construction working and piling given in British Standard BS 5228: 2009 (Parts 1 and
2)and the guidance given therein minimising noise emissions from the Site.

9.2.4

The Contractor shall adhere to the codes of practice for construction working and
piling given in British Standard BS 5228: 2009 (Parts 1 and 2) and the guidance given
therein minimising noise emissions from the site.

9.2.5

Best Practicable Means (BPM) will be used during the construction of the project in
order to minimise levels of construction noise and vibration. This will include the use
of temporary noise barriers and acoustic enclosures, together with silenced plant and
equipment that is maintained and in good working order.

9.2.6

The use of BPM to control emissions may constitute a ground of defence against
charges that a nuisance is being caused under Part III of the Control of Pollution Act
1974 or Part III of the Environmental Protection Act 1990.

9.2.7

Nearby residents and users of buildings within the vicinity shall, as far as practicable,
be protected from vibration. The Vibration Dose Values (VDV) shall not exceed those
specified in BS 6472: 2008 Guide to evaluation of human exposure to vibration in
buildings (1 Hz to 80 Hz) which will result in a “low probability of adverse comment”.
To protect buildings from physical damage, peak particle velocity (PPV) levels shall
not exceed 5 mm/sec. Where blasting is required, PPV shall not exceeded 6mm/s for
a maximum of 3 blasting events per day at any vibration sensitive receptor.

9.2.8

Further BPM to be used during the construction phase of the project relevant to
vehicles and plant is detailed below.
Vehicles and Plant
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9.2.9

All vehicles and mechanical plant used for the purpose of the proposed works shall be
fitted with effective exhaust silencers and shall be maintained in good and efficient
working order.

9.2.10

Lorries shall enter and exit work sites in a forward direction, except where space
restriction does not permit this. This will assist in the minimisation of noise from
reversing alarms. In that event, movement shall be properly controlled by a
responsible person(s) observing the rear of the vehicle. Entry and exit conditions
shall be approved with the Local Highways Authority (local roads) or the Highways
Agency (A43) prior to their implementation.

9.2.11

All compressors shall be “sound reduced” models fitted with properly lined and sealed
acoustic covers which shall be kept closed whenever the machines are in use, and all
pneumatic percussive tools shall be fitted with mufflers or silencers of the type
recommended by the manufacturers.

9.2.12

All machines in intermittent use shall be shut down in the intervening periods between
the proposed Works or throttled down to a minimum.

9.2.13

Items of plant shall be maintained in good working condition so that extraneous
noises from mechanical vibration, creaking and squeaking are reduced to a minimum.

9.2.14

As far as practicable, demolition (if required) shall be carried out using equipment that
breaks concrete by bending in preference to percussive methods.

9.2.15

All pile driving shall be carried out by plant equipped with a noise reducing system or
by silent driving systems.
Industry Best Practice

9.2.16

BS 5228:2009 (Parts 1 and 2) provides details on industry best practice for the control
of noise and vibration during various construction activities.
Monitoring

9.2.17

Subjective noise and vibration monitoring shall be undertaken as part of the weekly
site surveys. More detailed monitoring must be undertaken should it be considered
necessary. The details of any monitoring must be agreed with the Environmental
Health Officer (EHO) at NCC.
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10

SITE ARRANGEMENTS

10.1.1

The following are generic requirements applicable for effective arrangements on site.
A Construction Management Plan and Health & Safety Plan shall be prepared by the
Contractor once appointed and must detail the measures to be implemented on site.
Site Lighting

10.1.2

Lighting to the Site boundaries adjacent to public highways, footways, cycleways or
Rights of Way shall be provided with illuminations sufficient for the safety of the
passing public. Site lighting shall be kept to a minimum brightness for adequate
security and safety. Construction buildings, equipment and lighting shall be sited so
as to minimise visual intrusion and light spillage at nearby residential properties,
consistent with the efficient operation of each work site. Light pollution can affect
wildlife such as otters, insects and bats.

10.1.3

Site lighting shall also be positioned and directed so as to minimise distractions or
confusion to passing drivers on adjoining public highways. This provision will apply
particularly to sites where night working will be carried out and the appropriate lighting
shall be provided for these sites.
Fencing and Hoarding

10.1.4

All work sites shall be sufficiently and adequately fenced off from members of the
public and to prevent any animals from straying on to the work sites. Such fencing
shall be constructed in accordance with the accepted method statement and plans
and shall provide satisfactory security features and lighting as well as a particular
appearance or acoustic rating as needed.

10.1.5

The height shall be increased where necessary to protect buildings from noise and
where local terrain or structures would allow the fence to be scaled by potential
intruders.

10.1.6

Gates in the fencing or hoarding shall, as far as is practicable, be positioned and
constructed to minimise the noise transmitted to nearby noise sensitive buildings from
the site direct or from plant entering or leaving the site.
Security

10.1.7

A common cause of pollution from construction sites is through vandalism. Therefore,
the proposed project site shall be adequately protected from intruders, and plant and
equipment shall be locked and immobilised overnight.

10.1.8

Security shall be maintained on a 24-hour basis so as to prevent unauthorised entry
to, or exit from, the work sites. Site gates shall be closed and locked to prevent
trespassing and vandalism when there is no site activity. Any alarms shall meet
health and safety requirements and the requirements of the Code of Practice on
Noise from Audible Intruder Alarms, 1982.

10.1.9

Site security cameras, where used, shall be placed in locations that will not cause any
offence to local residents.
Housekeeping

10.1.10

A „good housekeeping‟ policy shall be followed at all times. This shall include, but not
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necessarily be limited to, the following requirements:


Smoking areas shall be provided at suitable locations at ground level as far as
practicable;



Open fires are prohibited at all times;



Rubbish shall be removed at frequent intervals and at least daily, and the site
kept clean and tidy;



Adequate toilet facilities shall be provided for all staff. Toilet facilities shall be
kept clean;



Food waste shall be contained and removed at least daily;



The wheel washing facilities area shall be brushed clean at frequent intervals;
and



Hoardings shall be frequently inspected, repaired and re-painted as necessary.
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11

TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORT

11.1

Basic Requirements

11.1.1

The Contractor shall incorporate the traffic management requirements set out into a
Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP) for the works. The Contractor shall
update and submit the Construction Traffic Management Plan as part of the
developed CEMP to the Local Planning Authority, for acceptance, three weeks before
the access date.

11.2

Mitigation

11.2.1

The following measures shall be implanted by the Contractor:


Compound accesses have been placed as close as practicable to the A43 and
imported material for highways construction, included crushed stone sub-base
and asphalt deliveries will be routed along the A43 and delivered directly to the
point of use in order to minimise disruption to adjoining minor routes. The
Contractor must agree the principles and routes for material haulage to and
from the Site with the Local Highways Authority and Highways Agency as
appropriate;



Temporary signals at site entrance(s) and exit(s) must be considered where
construction vehicle movements cause congestion and there is potential for
accidents due to site constraints;



All loading and unloading of vehicles shall take place off the public highway
wherever this is practicable;



Vehicles arriving or leaving the Site shall do so during the normal working
hours unless otherwise agreed with the Local Highways Authority. Access and
egress points shall be as agreed with the Local Highways Authority, the
Highways Agency, and the Police;



All measures shall be taken to ensure that delivery vehicles do not park on the
highway prior to entering the Site. In exceptional circumstances, it may be
necessary to have the potential for a limited number of vehicles to park on local
roads, but only with the agreement of the Local Highways Authority, the
Highways Agency, and the Police;



Movements of construction vehicles shall be limited to non-peak hour periods
where practicable, to reduce disruption on the local highway network;



The Contractor will also be expected to produce freight management strategies
that will control the movements of HGVs;



The Contractor shall have to agree a strategy of localised lane closures and / or
diversion routes. These shall be minimised and simplified. They may include
installation of temporary traffic signals which shall require active traffic
management procedures;



The Contractor shall be required to produce a Green Travel Plan promoting
sustainable transport modes for the workforce to and from the site.; and



Access to Public Rights of Way must not be restricted. Appropriate diversions
must be put in place during construction if required.
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12

WATER AND POLLUTION CONTROL

12.1

Basic Requirements

12.1.1

The Contractor shall incorporate the Water Management Plan requirements set out
below into the works. They will update and submit the Water Management Plan as
part of the developed CEMP to the Local Planning Authority, for acceptance, three
weeks before the first access date.

12.1.2

The Contractor shall refer to the relevant requirements of the mitigation strategy and
the DCO when developing the Water Management Plan.

12.1.3

The Contractor shall comply with the publications of Construction Industry Research
and Information Association (CIRIA). CIRIA have published documents that establish
the environmental issues to be addressed at all stages of construction, such as (but
not limited to):


Control of Water Pollution from Construction Sites (C532, 2001);



Control of Water Pollution from Linear Construction Projects: Technical
Guidance (C648: 2006);



Environmental Good Practice on Site (C692, 2010); and



Environmental Handbook for Building and Civil and Engineering Projects
(C512, C528, C529, 2000).



A Client‟s Guide to Greener Construction (SP120, 1995);

These publications that outline the issues, principles and legislation that must be
adopted to improve environmental performance in the construction industry.
12.1.4

The key risks to the water environment include:


Increased sediment loads caused by site runoff containing elevated suspended
sediment levels. This can result from land clearance, excavation, dewatering of
excavations, stockpiles, wheel washings and movement of materials to and
from the site.



The release of hydrocarbons and oils due to a large number of vehicles
accessing the site, leakage from oil/fuel storage tanks and accidental spillages.



Dust and debris caused by poor site management and demolitions works.



Accidental leaks of hazardous materials, particularly concrete and cement
products, which can be contained in uncontrolled washdown water and surface
water runoff.



Flood risk to construction workers and construction plant working within an area
at risk from flooding. It has been indicated that during the construction phase
the probability of flooding from tidal or fluvial sources is 1% or less. The
potential impacts of flooding within this phase are considered to be minimal and
standard measures should be undertaken during this phase to manage flood
risk including registration with the EA‟s Flood Warnings Direct service. The
Flood Map for Surface Water covering the site indicates that there is potential
risk from surface water flooring, predominantly associated with the Littleham
Brook
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Flood risk to construction workers and construction plant due to blockage or
failure of temporary diversion or overpumping of flows during construction.

12.2

Mitigation

12.2.1

The works shall be undertaken in accordance with the Environment Agency‟s (EA)
Pollution Prevention Guidelines (PPGs).

12.2.2

Mitigation measures during construction comprise measures to prevent runoff
carrying sedimentation or construction materials into ditches (and potentially local
watercourses) via the use of bunds and interceptors where necessary. Surface water
shall be prevented from entering excavations, e.g. by the use of cut off ditches.
Temporary site compounds where located at/near to any potential sources of
contamination shall be provided with anti-pollution measures such as bunded trays for
standing pumps and chemical storage containers.

12.2.3

Construction vehicles shall be maintained to reduce the risk of hydrocarbon
contamination (defined for the CEMP as petrol, diesel and oils). Other construction
materials shall be managed in such a way as to effectively minimise the risk posed to
the aquatic environment.

12.2.4

The EA and other appropriate bodies shall be consulted by the Contractor prior to the
commencement of site activity. All documentation such as discharge consents shall
be in place prior to any site activities.

12.2.5

Nothing shall be permitted to enter the surface water drains which could cause
pollution, including silty water.

12.2.6

No foul drainage or contaminated surface water run-off (including any silty water)
shall be discharged into any borehole, well, spring, soak away, lake (Temple
Fisheries) or watercourse (including dry ditches having a connection with a
watercourse).

12.2.7

Any water that has come into contact with contaminated materials shall be disposed
of in accordance with the Water Resources Act 1991 and the Water Industry Act 1991
(if disposed to public sewer) to the satisfaction of the EA, sewerage provider and local
authority as applicable.

12.2.8

Good housekeeping shall be practiced including:

12.2.9



Carrying out daily inspections of discharges, drainage systems, collection
ditches, swales, interceptors and ditches to ensure that they are in good order;



Where possible, the installation of SuDS at the beginning of the project to
assist in dealing with the construction site run-off;



Providing and maintaining spill cleanup kits on site at all times and training staff
in their use; and



Stabilising surfaces and/or re-vegetating as soon as possible.

General risks to the water environment and control measures are set out in Table
12.1 below:
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Table 12.1 General Construction Risks and Measures for Mitigation
Issue

Requirements

Excavation

Run-off from excavation activities shall be appropriately managed.

Completed excavation

Stabilise surfaces and/or re-vegetate as soon as possible.

Storage mounds

Cover with correctly secured tarpaulins.

Transitory soil mounds

 Soil mounds shall be treated with surface binding agents to reduce
wind erosion.
 Re-seed any exposed ground and stockpiles to stabilise the ground
and reduce erosion.
 Consultation with the EA is necessary before employing any binding
agent.

Mixing and granular
materials

 The use of pre-mixed plasters and masonry compounds is
recommended.
 The mixing of concrete or bentonite slurries shall take place in
designated and approved areas.

Non-compliance with
permits; sub-standard
treatment facilities

Maintain a full record of inspections, maintenance and measures
required to ensure compliance with consents and permits. Treatment
facilities to be regularly inspected and properly maintained.

Vandalism resulting in a
pollution incident

Work sites to be adequately protected from intruders.

Suspended solids reaching
water bodies

Where appropriate cut-off ditches shall be used at the edge of the
work site.

Completion of Construction Activities - The completion of construction activities and site
demobilisation carry significant risk of causing water pollution.
Laying of
asphalt layers will
effectively mean that
drainage systems become
operational

Ensure that pollutants do not become mobilised via operational drains.

Paints and treatment
products

Ensure pollutants do not become mobilised via operational drains.

Topsoil dumped on finished
hardstandings

Other sites for such activities or control measures to be put in place.

Washing of finished
surfaces

Conducted in such a manner that pollution does not reach surface
water outfalls.

Demobilisation
Removal of storage
facilities and plant

Measures to ensure that open ground is not exposed to erosion and
formation of gullys.

Contaminants liberated
from plant wash down

Appropriate control measures such as the management of waste water
and other arisings.

Decommissioning fuel
storage areas, septic tanks,
decontamination units and
mess facilities

To follow pollution prevention measures.
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12.2.10

Table 12.2 details management procedures for concrete and cement.

Table 12.2 Managing Concrete and Cement
Potential Pollution
Source

Control Measures

Washing out and cleaning
of concrete batching plant
or ready mix lorries

 Carried out in a contained area as far from the watercourse as
practical – referred to as the wash-down area.
 All wash-down areas to be signed.
 All plants contaminated with concrete to be clean in designated
wash-down areas.
 Washout shall not be allowed to flow into any drain or watercourse.

Concrete spills during site
transportation

Loads managed to avoid spillages – load dependant on vehicle,
slump of concrete and prevalent ground conditions.

Waste Water and Drainage
12.2.11

Without EA permission no abstraction shall be made from any water body.

12.2.12

Liquid wastes, including runoff from material storage areas and from wet methods of
preparation, shall never be released directly into ditches/surface waters or surface
water drains without prior approval from the EA.

12.2.13

Foul water and sewage effluents produced by the construction workforce shall be
contained by temporary foul drainage facilities to be installed (e.g. Portaloos). A
suitably licensed subcontractor shall dispose of all foul water and sewage effluents
off-site. Table 12.3 details associated risks and management of wastewater.

Table 12.3 Risk Associated with Wastewater and Control Measures
Potential Pollution
Source

Control Measures

Surface washing

The most efficient method of containing waters generated is by a
vacuum attached to the spray nozzle.

Wastewater used for
pressure washing

To be contained and the resultant waste managed.

Dewatered from ducts may
be contaminated with silt,
oil, or other substances

To be contained and the resultant waste managed.

Increased sediment loads
12.2.14

Minimise areas of exposed surface by only removing vegetation when necessary and
keep gradients as shallow as possible to prevent large amounts of earth being
washed away during periods of heavy rainfall. Areas that are exposed should be
reseeded or surfaced as soon as practicable.

12.2.15

Undertake works during periods of low flow to prevent transportation of sediment
downstream.
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12.2.16

Enforce tight control of site boundaries including minimal land clearance and
restrictions on the use of machinery adjacent to water bodies. Where possible, do not
locate stockpiles within 10m of water bodies or drainage lines.

12.2.17

Provide wheel wash facilities at all entry and exits points. Water from wheel wash
facilities must not be discharged into water bodies or the on-site surface water
sewerage network.

12.2.18

Capture site runoff in perimeter cut off ditches, settlement lagoons and/or settlement
tanks where possible. Any dewatering required from site excavations should be
pumped into a settlement tank or lagoon and not discharged directly to a water body
or the on-site surface water sewerage network.
Release of hydrocarbons and oils

12.2.19

Incorporate interceptors into the site drainage system at high risk areas, such as
parking, unloading and refuelling areas, to remove hydrocarbons and oils from
surface water prior to discharge.

12.2.20

Other measures including drip trays under equipment such as generators, and wheel
washing facilities should also be implemented to minimise the risk of pollutants
infiltrating groundwater or the surface water drainage network. Drip trays used for
diesel pumps and standing plant should be regularly maintained to prevent leaks.
Use of hazardous materials

12.2.21

Provide storage facilities and tanks and conduct refuelling of machinery within bunded
areas, which should not be located within 10m of water bodies or drainage lines.
Storage and bunded areas should be constructed with impervious floors and walls
with the capacity for the contents of the storage tank and an additional 10% safety
margin.

12.2.22

Construction materials, such as cement, should be mixed in designated areas located
away from water bodies and drainage lines.

12.2.23

Precast culvert sections should be used to minimise the need for insitu concrete
pours in close proximity to watercourses.

12.2.24

As a remedial measure, spill containment equipment such as absorbent materials
should be stored on site.
Dust and debris

12.2.25

Dust management procedures should be applied which are typically implemented for
air quality management issues, such as damping down to suppress the creation of
dust. Contractors should also implement good site practice, perimeter fences and
tight control of materials and waste to minimise the risk of debris entering water
bodies.
Flood risk

12.2.26

Construction workers should be made aware of risks associated with excess surface
water caused by overland flows and standing water - for example risks to deep
excavations and damage to plant.
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12.2.27

Plant should not be stored within 10m of watercourses when it is not required for use.
Monitoring

12.2.28

Daily visual checks of watercourses shall be made to ensure that they are clean and
do not contain silt or other pollutants such as oils. This responsibility will be
nominated by the Contractor. This check shall also be included as part of weekly
inspections by the Environmental Co-ordinator.

12.3

Specific mitigation

12.3.1

Sediment loading contained in the surface water runoff during construction will be
intercepted in a new Class 1 By-pass separator before discharge into the culvert
which discharges into the Billing Brook.
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13

WASTE CONTROL

13.1.1

Construction activities associated with the scheme have the potential to use large
amounts of raw materials and generate substantial quantities of waste. The
consumption of material resources and the disposal or recycling of waste give rise to
environmental impacts that need to be managed and mitigated.

13.1.2

Detailed proposals shall be drawn up for dealing with waste arising from the
construction of the project and will be carried out in consideration of the ES. These
include:

13.1.3



Storing and reusing earthwork materials and general arisings to negate the
export or import of acceptable materials;



Reduction of site generated waste through waste minimisation, segregation
and re-cycling initiatives.



Identification, storage and management of potentially contaminated materials;



Appropriate methods of waste disposal linked to a robust waste disposal audit
trial;



All topsoil and subsoil will be handled and stored carefully to minimise the
potential for damage to the soil structure. A detailed method statement must be
produced clearly identifying correct stripping, soil handling, storage, placement
and programming requirements to avoid compaction and moving the material in
unsuitable weather conditions;



Where practicable, all concrete and redundant road pavements will be
transported to a dedicated crushing and recycling facility for re-use on the
project or within the local area;



All waste removed from site shall be taken to licensed waste sites;



Detailed procedures and guidance must be developed and implemented
through the construction process to minimise the import of non-sustainable raw
materials and for identifying opportunities for re-using or re-cycling waste; and



Site office wastes must be collected in separate containers to maximise the
opportunities for recycling, this would include can, bottle, and paper banks.

Although no longer a legal requirement an outline Site Waste Management Plan
(SWMP) shall be developed by the Contractor and shall include measures in relation
to the following matters:


An earthworks strategy with emphasis to limit the disposal of excavated
material on site to landfill and reuse where possible;



Responsibility to address on-site compliance, monitoring of health and safety
and maintaining good on-site working practices including good storage and
waste management practices;



Working practices to reduce waste at source, reuse and recycling waste where
practical. Such measures need to consider the opportunities for the segregation
of recyclable materials, the storage of waste and of materials to avoid material
wastage, the dissemination of awareness of best practice measures to reduce
waste at source;



Reducing material wastage through the effective handling, storage and delivery
of materials to prevent loss or damage through exposure to the weather, mud
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and on-site vehicles. This should include the segregation of waste materials to
maximise opportunities for re-use or recycling


Security measures to prevent any loss of materials from vandalism or theft of
material;



Disposal measures including arrangements for the management of traffic
setting out appropriate access points away from sensitive receptors and
permissible haul routes and delivery times; and



A programme of monitoring to determine the success of waste management
practices employed on the Site and to review measures for the reduction and
management of waste and promoting recycling.
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Appendix 1 - Environmental Aspects and Impacts Register (The Register)
A43 Moulton Bypass

Reviewed By
Environmental Aspects and Impacts Register

Environmental Aspect

Impact Mitigation and Management Programme

Issue

Sensitive
Receptors

Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures

Time Frame

Air Quality

Local
residential
and working
population

Disturbance and
pollution caused by
dust creation

Where possible, carry out main dust causing
activity in spring / autumn.

Construction

Plan site layout – locate dust activity including
stockpiles away from sensitive receptors.

Pre-construction,
during construction

Put in place dust monitors across site.

Site preparation

Minimise dust-generating activities on windy and
dry days.

Construction

Use water as dust suppressant.

Construction

In the vicinity of potential receptors, erect solid
barriers to site boundary.

Site preparation

Fixed wheel washing on leaving site and
damping down of haul routes.

Construction

Plan site layout – minimise movement of
construction traffic around site.

Pre-construction

5 mph speed limit around site.

Construction

Air pollution caused
by vehicle emissions
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Environmental Aspect
Issue

Air Quality
Continued

Sensitive
Receptors

Local
residential
and working
population

Impact Mitigation and Management Programme
Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures

Time Frame

All vehicles to switch off engines – no idling
vehicles.

Construction

On-road vehicles to comply to set emission
standards.

Construction

Non Road Mobile Machinery shall be fuelled by
ultra low sulphur diesel and fitted with exhaust
after-treatment on the approved list where
available.

Construction

Road vehicles to undergo routine servicing.

Construction

Air pollution caused
by vehicle emissions

Cutting equipment to use water as suppressant
or suitable local exhaust ventilation.

Construction

Air pollution

No bonfires.

Construction

All site personnel to be fully trained.

Construction

Trained and responsible manager on site during
working times to maintain logbook and
undertake visual site inspections.

Construction

Hard landscaping of haul routes.

Site preparation

No site runoff of water / mud.

Construction

All loads leaving site to be covered.

Construction

Ensure concrete crusher has permit to operate
and that water bowsers are fully operational.

Construction

Site Management

Safety Issues
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Environmental Aspect
Issue

Sensitive
Receptors

Impact Mitigation and Management Programme
Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures

Time Frame

Re-vegetate earthworks and exposed areas.

Construction

Cover, fence or re-seed stockpiles to prevent
windwhipping.

Construction

Management of Dust

This CEMP sets out how air quality will be
managed on site. A site specific Construction
Dust Management Plan would be developed by
the Contractor.

Pre-construction

Possible
archaeologica
l finds on the
site

Archaeological watching brief required to
preserve by record any archaeological features
uncovered during the construction period.

Pre-construction,
construction

Management of Cultural Heritage

The archaeological Written Scheme of
Investigation is to be presented together as an
Annex F to the CEMP.

Pre-construction

Ecology

Management of Ecology

Section 6 sets out how impacts on ecology and
biodiversity shall be managed throughout the
construction process – this is required to be
implemented by the Contractor, although some
pre-construction activities will be implemented
by Cormac.

Pre-construction,
site preparation &
construction

Geology and
Soils, and Land
Contamination
and Ground
Conditions

Management of Geology and Soils;
and Land Contamination and Ground
Conditions

A Materials Management Plan has been
prepared for the project. In the event of
potentially contaminated materials being
encountered on site their handling, storage and
removal shall be subject to current waste

Pre-construction,
during construction

Landscaping

Archaeology
and Cultural
Heritage
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Environmental Aspect
Issue

Sensitive
Receptors

Impact Mitigation and Management Programme
Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures

Time Frame

management legislation and guidance..
Hazardous
Materials and
Waste

Landscape and
Visual /
Arboriculture

A43 CEMP
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Management of Hazardous Materials
and Waste

The draft SWMP shall be developed by the
Contractor prior to construction to set out the
procedures and responsibilities for managing
waste. To be adhered to during the works

Pre-construction,
during construction

Waste hierarchy

In line with national and regional waste policy
and strategy the works shall follow the principles
of the waste hierarchy. A Materials Management
Plan is being prepared for the project.

Construction

Agencies and organisations shall be consulted
to ensure local resource and waste markets are
used to their full potential.

Pre-construction,
during construction

Materials management

Sourcing local materials where possible during
the works to minimise transport effects of
material use.

Pre-construction,
during construction

Materials management

Sourcing local markets where possible for waste
recyclable materials generated.

Pre-construction,
during construction

Local
residential
and working
population;
wildlife and
wildlife
habitats

Arboricultural watching brief to be undertaken
during vegetation clearance.

Site preparation

Arboricultural fencing to be erected in
accordance with the Tree Protection Plan
created during detailed design phase.

Site preparation

An arboricultural watching brief shall be required

Site preparation

Loss of local
landscape features
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Environmental Aspect
Issue

Sensitive
Receptors

Impact Mitigation and Management Programme
Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures

Time Frame

for retained trees of G22 and G24 to reduce the
effects of root severance.
Root Protection Areas shall not be disturbed.

Construction

Planting of trees and shrubs within the periphery
of this area.

Construction

Site Management

Lighting provision shall be minimum
commensurate with road safety. New lights
shall use cut-off luminaires to reduce glare and
direct light downwards to the road thereby
limiting night time impact by reducing „sky-glow‟.

Site preparation,
Construction

Legislation

The Contractor shall be obliged to comply with
relevant environmental legislation, highway
authority requirements and good practice
guidance, such as British Standards and the
Joint Council for Landscape Industries (JCLI)
Plant Handling Code.

Construction

Maintenance

Retained trees within and adjoining the site shall
be protected in accordance with BS 5837:2012.
Temporary protective fencing shall be erected
and retained in place throughout the duration of
the works.

Site preparation,
Construction

Local
residential
and working
population;
wildlife and
wildlife
habitats

A43 CEMP
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amenity
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Environmental Aspect
Issue

Sensitive
Receptors

Impact Mitigation and Management Programme
Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures

Time Frame

All landscape work, including new planting,
seeding and aftercare shall be carried out in
accordance with the LEMP..

Construction, Postconstruction

During the whole construction phase tree and
hedgerow protection shall be monitored at least
monthly to ensure that all fencing is in its correct
place and that trees are not being adversely
affected by the works. Monitoring reports shall
be submitted to the LPA for approval and any
transgressions rectified immediately.

Construction

An Arboricultural Method Statement including a
Tree Protection Plan has been prepared.

Pre-construction

Landscaping drawings and specifications have
been prepared to set out planting requirements
and aftercare (5 yrs on site)

Pre-construction &
Post-constriction

Site Management

On completion of the works, any small parcels of
land that may have been affected by materials
and equipment shall be returned to a condition
appropriate to their former use.

Post-construction

Local
residential
and working
population

Loss of access

Public footpaths likely to require part or full
closure during some periods during construction
and construction may affect nearby private
property.

Construction

Local
residential

Noise disturbance

Screening of sensitive receptor during
construction period.

Site preparation,
Construction

Management of Landscaping and
Arboriculture

Land Use

Noise and
Vibration
A43 CEMP
March 2015
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Environmental Aspect
Issue

Sensitive
Receptors
and working
population

Impact Mitigation and Management Programme
Potential Impact

Management of Noise and Vibration

Community
Effects

A43 CEMP
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Local
residential
and working
population,
and
community
property

Loss of access /
diversions / disruption

Mitigation Measures

Time Frame

Phasing of works to reduce activity levels.

Pre-construction,
Construction

The Contractor shall provide method
Pre-construction,
statements where noise and vibration is likely to Construction.
impact residences in order to adhere to industry
best practice and mitigation measures on site
during various construction activities.
Construction
During construction the amenity of routes shall
be protected as far as practically possible.
Construction
The Contractor must notify local residents and
other occupants of local properties of all shortterm potentially significant impacts, including
alternative access arrangements. Where
feasible, any diversions shall be constructed and
signed in advance of site preparation work.

Site Management and Air Quality

It shall be the responsibility of the Contractor to
implement measures, such as the routing of
HGV construction traffic, working hours, dust
suppression and so forth to ensure that any
adverse impact on local residents and the
environment is minimised.

Construction

Safety

Areas under construction or building
consolidation works shall be securely fenced

Site preparation,
Construction
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Environmental Aspect
Issue

Sensitive
Receptors

Impact Mitigation and Management Programme
Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures

Time Frame

and warning signs shall be in place.
Site
Arrangements

(Generic Site
Management
Issues
and
Disruption Due
To
Construction)

A43 CEMP
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CEMP shall be implemented throughout the
construction process.

All phases

An Environmental Co-ordinator shall be
nominated throughout the contract to develop
the CEMP and assume responsibility for all
environmental aspects associated with the site.

Pre-construction

Management of Site Arrangements

A Site Management Plan, Construction
Method Statements, and Health & Safety Plan
prepared by the Contractor shall detail site
management measures to be implemented on
site. (Please see below.)

Pre-construction

Risk Assessment and Best Practice

All construction activities shall require a risk
assessment and method statement and be
approved prior to being implemented.

Construction

A SWMP shall be implemented throughout the
construction period.

Pre-construction,
Construction

Site Management and Safety

Along the route, temporary exclusion fencing
shall be installed as appropriate to prevent
unauthorised access to the site and compound.
Vehicle and plant generated noise and visual
impacts will be identified more accurately once
the site position is decided.

Site preparation,
Construction

Air Quality

Topsoil shall be removed using 360º excavators
with a ditching bucket (i.e. a bucket without

Construction

Implementation of CEMP

Air pollution
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Environmental Aspect
Issue

Sensitive
Receptors

Impact Mitigation and Management Programme
Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures

Time Frame

teeth) and loaded into HGVs. The topsoil shall
be stockpiled as close as possible to its final
destination and damped down as necessary to
avoid dust related impacts.

A43 CEMP
March 2015

Air Quality

Air pollution

Dust suppression techniques are to be
implemented during dry or windy weather.

Construction

Archaeologica
l features /
Ecological
species

Damage /
Disturbance

Topsoil stripping work shall be carried out under
archaeological and ecological supervision where
required to avoid damage to potential underlying
archaeology and surrounding vegetation.

Construction

Noise
management

Noise disturbance

In order to keep noise impacts to a minimum
core site working hours shall be established;
Specific method statements and risk
assessments shall be required for night working;
all vehicles and mechanical plant used for the
purpose of the works shall be fitted with effective
exhaust silencers and regularly maintained;
inherently quiet plant shall be used where
appropriate; all ancillary plant such as
generators, compressors and pumps shall be
positioned so as to cause minimum noise
disturbance.

Construction

Lighting

Light pollution /
Disturbance to
species

Avoidance of overhead lighting where practical
shall be encouraged to reduce any light
pollution. Where lighting is essential for safety
purposes it shall be designed to use cut-off

Construction
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Environmental Aspect
Issue

Sensitive
Receptors

Impact Mitigation and Management Programme
Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures

Time Frame

lamps to prevent light spillage. Temporary
screening shall also be considered to reduce the
effect of light spill on wildlife.
It is anticipated that some works will be
undertaken during the night-time in order to
reduce traffic congestion impacts during daytime
hours.

Construction

Materials management

All incoming materials shall be quarry sourced.
Bound materials excavated from site shall be
removed to quarries for recycling.

Construction

Access
management

Where new public access routes are proposed,
these shall be constructed prior to stopping up
of the existing routes wherever possible.

Site preparation,
Construction

Environmental Topic Issues and Site
Control Measures

As addressed within this CEMP, all respective
method statements adhered to

Construction

Vehicle
Travellers

Vehicle
Travellers,
including
Road users,
Public
Transport
users,
Pedestrians
and cyclists

Driver stress /
Disruption to road
system and public
transport; accident
potential

It is the responsibility of the Contractor to
prepare a Construction Traffic Management
Plan (as required by the Local Highways
Authority) – to focus on the traffic impact on the
local road network, and to detail any mitigation
and / or best practice measures (appropriate
signing and traffic controls) required to reduce
driver / user stress.

Pre-construction,
Construction

Water

Local

Pollution caused by

Temporary drainage design, including

Pre-construction,

Traffic
management

A43 CEMP
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Environmental Aspect
Issue
Resources

A43 CEMP
March 2015

Impact Mitigation and Management Programme

Sensitive
Receptors
watercourses

Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures

Time Frame

contaminated site
runoff (including silt)
and accidental
spillage of pollutants

management of silty water, pollution control and
regular inspections. A site specific method
statement will be produced which sets out
proposals for temporary drainage incorporating
measures within the CEMP.

Site preparation,
Construction

Flood risk

Increase in localised
flood risk during
construction

The works will increase the area of
hardstanding, which will increase the proportion
and rate of surface water runoff, compared
against the existing situation. This can be
mitigated by early construction of temporary and
permanent the SuDS drainage.

Site Preparation,
Construction

Local
watercourses

Pollution caused by
contaminated site
runoff (including silt)
and accidental
spillage of pollutants

Water quality monitoring programme during
construction.

Pre-construction,
Construction

Legislation and compliance

In general all works on site shall need to be
undertaken in compliance with this CEMP.

Construction

Management of Water Environment

A site specific method statement shall be
prepared by the Contractor, encompassing the

Pre-construction
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Environmental Aspect
Issue

Sensitive
Receptors

Impact Mitigation and Management Programme
Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures

Time Frame

above mitigation and best practice measures on
site.
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Appendix 2 CEMP Review Table
Reviewed By

A43 Moulton Bypass

Proposed Review
Period

Due Date
of Review

Actual
Date of
Review

Sections
Amended

CEMP
Issue
No.

Project
Manager /
Supervisor

Contractor’s
Project
Manager /
Supervisor

Environmental
Co-ordinator

2 Weeks after
Contract Award
2 Weeks before
the access date
3 months after
access date
6 months
after access date
9 months after
access date
12 months after
the access date
18 months after
the access date
24 months after
the access date

A43 CEMP
March 2015
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Appendix 3 - Contacts List
A43 Moulton Bypass
Name

Reviewed By
Company

Person

Contact
Number(s)

Contact Address

Project Hotline
Employer
Contractor
Contractor‟s Project
Manager/Supervisor
Environmental Manager
Environmental Co-ordinator
Waste/Hazardous Waste
Coordinator
Waste Management Contractor
Fire Service
Environment Agency
Water Company
Sewerage Provider
Gas Supplier
Electricity Supplier
Telephone/Internet Provider
Other Utilities
A43 CEMP
March 2015
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A43 Moulton Bypass
Name

Reviewed By
Company

Person

Contact
Number(s)

Contact Address

Waste Management Contractor
Specialist Clean-up Contractor

A43 CEMP
March 2015
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